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I. The ECB-brand

„Tough, intrusive, fair“

- Comprehensive assessment (AQR, Stress Test)
- Additional own fund requirements after the SREP
- Alignment of options provided by CRR to supervisors
- Applying Basel III as much as possible
II. Understanding the situation of banks

Confidentiality Agreement within the AQR

Request not to disclose additional own fund requirements after SREP
III. Issues of competence and procedure

Is ECB competent for the entire prudential supervision of significant banks?

Do fit and proper reviews require a decision?
IV. The reasoning of ECB decisions

Particular circumstances excluding significance

Own fund requirements after the SREP

Or more general: How does ECB hold it with the rule of law
V. Challenging ECB decisions

The ABoR as recommendable option to challenge ECB decisions?
VI. Conclusion

- Current behaviour shapes the future
- Continuous adjustments required by the supervised
- ECB needs to improve its approach in order to achieve better acceptance
- ABoR has to prove its independence
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